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1 
This invention relatesfto. vases forassîstieg in ` 

the guidance and control of jet,"propelledA 'ver'v 
hiciese-such as rockets-,during launching and 
the initial Dart of their flight. ' " ' ` 
These vanes are operatively positioned either 

partially within or just outside of the ,divergent 
section of the exhaust nozzle and within the path 
of the'jet stream. Asta result, vane efficiency> has`> 
been somewhat lovvlbecause` of the character of 
erosion to which the, leading .edges @me varies 
have been subjected.` ` ' ' " ’ ` 

Accordingly; it is an objeçt of .this` invention, to 
provide a vane which maintains a‘sliarp leading 
edge. ' ` 

` It" is a further ̀ object of this invention to. p_ro- K 
Vide ̀ a vane of sandwich construction 'for the 
purposes. of the invention. ' " ' ` 

"Itiis a further object of this invention to pro 
vide a vane` composed of ‘materialshaving dif 
ferent verosion characteristics under. the action 
of jetjstream. gases. ` o ` 

`I„tfis` yet another object` of this invention to 
provide f, vanes which .function efficiently during 
their operative life. andwhich-fin order to ref` 
duce` aerodynamicV drag-fare either` entirely con: 
sumed or. become automatically detachedwhen 
they„have served their purposel‘ ‘ " ' ` 

,Other _ objects of `invention willbecome ap, 

in which " 
` F‘gsf; l and 2 are side elevational views, partly 

tion, .of` typical vanesfused prior to this in' 
vention, showing their condition before Aand after 
being"` 4subjectedv tothe erosive effects of hot enf 
haus'tgases. " ` , ' " ` ` ' ' 

Figs. 3Ä'and 4 are views similar to` Figs. 1 and 2, 
respeotivelyf‘illustrating` an embodiment of `the 
invention and'showing', in Fig. 4,v the~ contour 
which the leading edge maintains under condi, 
tions of hot gas erosion; ` ` Fig. 5is a crossèsectional 

form of the invention; " 
Fig. 6 is a sectional view of still another .modi 

ñed. form of construction; ` 
Fig. '-7 isa side elevational View ̀of yetanother 

modified formof the invention; ‘ ` 
Fi`g,..8 isa plan view of the arrangement shown 

in Eig. 7;` ' Y ' ‘ " ' ' 

. 9 is yet another modified type of construe 
tionffand particularly an, insert and retaining 
means, therefor; ` ` 

10 is a plan view of yet another modified 
typeÍof’construction showing a pair of superim-` 

view of a @and 

posed plates overlying` the upper and lower sur‘ 
fates efiile main bedr et the vane» 

parent> ̀ "from the, following fdescriptionftaken" in' 
connection with the accompanying drawings.' 
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2 
Fig. 11 is _a sectional view along line ll--ll 

of 1U and additionally showing vane holding 
mèáñs., . . ._ .. .- . . _.. ~ 

12 is a partial perspective View showing 
thé arrangement'of'the vanesv with respect to 
the rocketinotor. ' ` " ' ’ 

'Referring to ‘the drawings, there is shown in 
Fig. 1 a’conv'entio'nalvane l, prior to being sub 
jected to the blast'of holt gases emanating from 
the rocket'motoi‘.' `»It maybe noted that vane l 
isprovided with‘a relatively's‘harp leading edge 
2. ’In Fi'gffz the vane iss’höwn after having been 
subjected tothe erosî'v'e 'eifect of hot exhaust 
gases' the sharp leading edge 2 having been 
eroded away 4vvith the 'result'that it has become 
blunt or'röunded’as'atßl ' ' " " ` ` ’ 

In Figlß'therë is illustrated a vane 4 construct 
ed in'a'ocor'daïice withth'e invention, comprising 
an inner 'sheetß of relatively stiif material and 
an outer 'covering 'B'shapéd in the form of a 
vane. ̀ Inner sheet 5 isfof material which has a 
higher tensile "'stren'gthmthan the material of 
covering "6. `>In the 'preferred embodiment of the 
invention sheet 5 an'd‘eöverin‘g' 6 'are formed of 
molylode_numw and4 copper," respectively. Molyb 
denum has" greater resistanceto érosion, or tend 
ency’ to comb" re"eheìiii'cally with the exhaust 
products ̀ of :the comloust'ió'iïfof theA rocket~ motor, 
than ̀ the` copper "'material. Accordingly, when 
subjected to the exhaust gases, the copper erodes 
as shown inFig. leaving a sharp leading edge 
'I` of thefrëlatively tlfìi'?"central"material,` and a 
pair of vfstrearnli'ne'siirfa'ee's 8 whichprovide the 
vane witha sharpedgefeifect.' In'this particular 
construction the 'coppei‘f’havin’g ‘high conduc 
tivityA characteristics, tends "t'öcenv'ey the heat 
away from thefniolybdenúi'rîfwith the result that, 
in effect, ‘a co'ntrolled'burning of the leading edge 
isobtairieéi, " " ‘ ’ ‘ 

"By remason‘~ao’f the` construction shown in Figs. 
3 and 4, there obtains'greater control efficiency 
of the roelget during take-olf and the initial poi“ 
tion 4oi’ itsw flight, which vofficiei'í‘c‘y' isv maintained 
duringv the effective life thev'anefromlthe 
standpoint of theareodynamic effect which'it 
has u‘pbh. ihegeidaricé. of' the' rotkei! ' ‘ ' 

AIn the" _fied form" of the invention illus 
trate@ in r1 ..5 there, ìsshown a vane?) 0f Sand~ 
wich construction, composed _o_f a series of 
1arninas'.""1f1ius. insigne' may .be competed' 0f an 
nine Sham .fifi membrana. aai. or the like. 
andsuccessivelayers` I'l, l2, and i4; of copper, 
chromium, melybderliimy. and. meer» respeetîvëf 
1y- IifíS i@ 'ßeïuedérsioedl _0i @etree that 'dif 

' alsmavb'e use_«iin different arrangé“ 
. .es t9 gemieden-ea ' ’ 
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In the embodiment of the invention illustrated 
in Fig. 6 the vane I5 is composed of a molybdenum 
sheet I6 and a copper portion I'I, similar to that 
in Fig. 3, but with the addition of a leading edge 
portion I8 of sheet I6 which is provided with a 
nose portion of increased sectional thickness, as 
illustrated. This arrangement increases the ini 
tial life of the vane and particularly during the 
launching operation in View of the higher melt~`> 
ing point of the molybdenum nose section I8, as 
contrasted with the more readily consumable 
copper. 
i3 tending to become rounded, as in the arrange 
ment shown in Fig. 2, it will, upon consumption, 
result in an arrangement similar to that in Fig. 
4. This embodiment of the invention may be 

However, instead «ofthe nose 'section 
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chrome plated, if desired, as at 21. A coating 28  
of ceramic material also may be provided. 
The form of invention illustrated in Figs. 'l and 

8` provides a vane I9 having an insert 20 of. 
molybdenum, or the like, fastened to copper por 
tions 2I by means of rivets Z2 which may .also be 
of copper. The molybdenum in this modifica 
tion of the invention may take ntheuform of an 
insert extending only partially along the length 
of the vane to the line 23, as shown in Fig. 8. 
The leading edge of the nose section may be 

cut at an angle rearwardly, as shownat 24. In 
this form of the invention the molybdenum and 
copper are consumed back to line 23 until rivets 
22 give way and are no longer effective to hold 
the molybdenum insert to the body of the vane, 
whereupon the unconsumed portion of the in_ 
sert becomes detached, exposing the remaining 
body of the vane to the hot exhaust gases. By 
this time the rocket is already launched Iand in 
the initial period of its flight, whereupon the 
vanes are no longer needed and, to obtain reduced 
drag, rapid consumption of thesame is desired. 
Release of the insert-„and exposurejof the .re 
mainder of the vane to the exhaust gases facili 
tates such rapid consumption. f , 

The form of invention illustrated in Fig. 9 is 
similar to that in Fig. 8 except that the rivets orv 
retaining pins 22 are located in the` tongue por 
tion of the vane ratherthan being exposed di 
rectly to the hot gases as in the arrangement il 
lustrated in Fig. 8, - Y _' v i 

In Figs. l0 and 11 there is illustrated still an 
other arrangement of a molybdenum insert 25J, _of 
copper side walls 2| and rivet or vpin holding 
means 22, together with atongue arrangement 25 
adapted to engage a suitable groove in the holder 
2B in the rocket motor. v ` 
The vanes are adapted to be held in operative 

position with respect to the rocket motor by 
means of tongue 25 adapted to ñt in a suitable 
groove 23 in holder 26 which, in turn, is posi 
tioned on motor 3@ of rocket 3l as illustrated in 
Fig. 17. 
The rocket is provided with fixed horizontal 

and vertical control surfaces, 32 and 33 respec 
tively, and movable horizontal and vertical con 
trol surfaces, 34 and 35 respectively. The mov 
able control surfaces are interconnected with 
other mechanism, such as gyros or' the like, for 
guiding the rocket. Functioning of the guiding 
mechanism depends upon the aerodynamic effect 
obtained on the movable control surfaces ̀ by pas 
sage of the rocket through a fluid medium. Dur`v 
Ying takeoff and asmall ̀ portion of the initial 
flight there is insuñicient aerodynamic effect on 
such surfaces to control the rocket as desired.V 

20 

4 
tached to the movable control surfaces so as to 
be utilized in conjunction with exhaust gases 
from the motor 3B for that purpose. Obviously, 
it is desirable that vanes I9 become detached as 
quickly Ias possible when they have served their 
function. ' ^ 1 ~ _ . 

It is to be understood that different materials 
could be used than those described and illustrated 
herein. Although the central material has been 
generally described as molybdenum and the outer 
material as copper, ‘it has been found that the 
central material Ydoes not necessarily have to 
have a higher melting point than the outer ma 
terial. >Neither is the construction limited to 
the combination of the materials shown. The 
central material may be of appropriate size, 
shape, and configurations, according to the re 
sults desired. Further, the central material may 
extend for any predetermined portion of the 
length of the vane and may have vany predeter 
mined configuration, depending upon the results Y 
desired. Thus, a vane is obtained which main 

> tains its aerodynamic characteristics until the 
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portion thereof having an effect upon the guid 
ance of the rocket is consumed, at which time 
that which remains, if any, becomes automatical 
ly detached. In the variousY laminated types of 
construction, different materials may be selected, 
depending ‘uponv their rates Aof consumption, 
which will give the desired contour of the'vane 
during consumption and predetermined guide 
characteristics. ' _ 

The physical and chemical properties of the 
materials used in the fabrication of jet vanes 
of the sandwich construction type are 'of such a 
nature that the rate of consumption of the core 
is slower than that of the outer layers. The 

@relative rates of consumption are such as to al 

40 
low the maintaining of a leadingedge of eilicient 
aerodynamic configuration for a predetermined 
lengthV of time, depending upon the amount of_ 
guidance desired. 'Variations in temperature,Y 

’¿¿ time, and jet stream characteristics permit the 

45 
obtaining of these desirable features with dif` 
ferent types and combinations of materials. For 
instance, thecore may be composed of molybde 
num, tungsten, or chromium, or alloys-or metal-_ 
lic carbides orpoX-ides thereof, whereas the outer 

" layers may comprise coppen‘aluminum,> silver, 
50 or alloys thereof, or Wood, laminated phenolics, 

resin impregnated glass,_ graphite, or metallic 
carbides or oxides. Also, one or more of _these 

„ materials may be coated with _a suitable mate 
' rial such as chromium or the like for the purpose 
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, with said hot gases, and said sheets being super- _ 
Accordingly, the vanes I9 are interconnected, , 
through holder 26, with a common shaft 3S at 75 

of better controlling its rate of consumption. 
Although the invention has been described and 

illustrated in detail, it is to be clearly understood 
that the same is by way of illustration and ex 
ample only and is not to 'be taken by way of 
limitation, the spirit and scope of this inven 
tion being limited only bythe terms of the ap 
pended claims. ‘ 

1. A vanejadapted forusejin guidance and con 
trol of a `iet motor .propelled vehicle during 
launching and initial ñightand associated with 
such motor in such a manner as vto be eventually 
>consumed by the hot gases thereof, comprising a 
‘vane formed of a plurality of sheets of different 
material, one of which is centrallydisposed, said 
materials differing in thermal >condii'ctivity and 
melting point :and having differing reaction rates 

imposed with those of higher conductivity and 
lower melting ' point covering those with lower 
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conductivity and higher melting point whereby 
as said vane is consumed progressively from 
leading edge to trailing edge by action of said 
hot gases its aerodynamic effectiveness as ya vane 
is preserved through-out a major .portion of its 
life. 

2. A vane as recited in claim 1 in which the 
outer of the plurality of sheets are streamlined 
in contour and in which said sheets are arranged 
over said centrally disposed sheet in order of 
decreasing resistance to destruction by said gases 
to thereby maintain a streamlined shape 
throughout a major portion of the life of the 
vane. 

3. A vane as recited in claim 1 in which the. 
lcentrally disposed sheet is molybdenum and the 
other sheets are copper to thereby provide the 
vane with a sharp leading edge throughout its 
life. 

4. A vane as recited in claim 1 in which said 
centrally disposed sheet is attached to the other 
sheets by predeterminately spaced consumable 
fastening means to thereby provide for jettison 
ing of said vane when the usefulness thereof 
has ended. 

5. A vane as recited in claim 1 in which said 
centrally disposed sheet is molybdenum and said 
other sheets are copper, all of said sheets being 
fastened together by copper rivets so spaced as 
to be consumed when the launching and initial 
ílight period is complete. 

6. A vane as recited in claim 1 in which the 
leading edge of the nose section of the vane is 
placed at an acute angle with respect to the 
longitudinal direction of the vane. 

7. A vane for use in the exhaust stream of a 
rocket motor comprising a composite stream 
lined member composed of a sheet of material 
centrally positioned between layers of other ma 
terial, said latter material being of higher ther 
mal conductivity and lower melting point than 
said centrally positioned material and having 
faster reaction rates than said centrally posi 
tioned material with the gases in said exhaust 
stream. 

8. A device as recited in claim 7 in which said 
centrally positioned sheet is of higher tensile 
strength than said other material. 

9. A vane adapted for use with jet propelled 
vehicles to assist in guiding the same by use of 
exhaust gases thereupon and so associated there 
with as to be consumed by said hot gases, com 
prising a vane formed of a plurality of sheets 
of materials the outer of said sheets being com 
posed of materials having higher conductivity 
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and lower melting point than the materials com 
posing the innermost said sheets. 

10. A composite streamlined jet vane for use 
with a rocket motor comprising a central sheet 
of high melting point material and a plurality 
of sheets of alternately low and high melting 
point materials symmetrically arranged with re 
spect to such central sheet. 

11. A vane as recited in claim 10 in which said 
central sheet is molybdenum and successive pairs 
of sheets are composed of copper, chrome plate. 
copper, and steel, respectively. 

12. A vane adapted for use with jet propelled 
vehicles to guide the same and eventually be 
consumed by the hot exhaustgases. thereof, com 
prising a member formed of a plurality of sheets 
of material one of which is centrally disposed 
and composed of structural material, and the 
others of which are of a nonstructural material 
which is less resistive than said structural ma 
terial to the action of said exhaust gases and 
has higher heat conductivity than said centrally 
disposed sheet. . 

13. A vane as recited in claim 12 in which the 
other sheets of material are less resistive to the 
action of the gases thereby to provide a sharp 
leading edge for the vane during its life. 

14. A vane as recited in claim 12 in which said 
centrally disposed sheet comprises molybdenum 
coated with a ceramic material. 

15. A jet vane for use in controlling the night 
of a jet propelled vehicle comprising a stream 
lined plate formed of a plurality of layers of 
material having differing resistances to the 
eiîects of hot gases from said vehicle, said layers 
being arranged with the less resistant layers on 
the surfaces of said plate whereby as said plate 
is consumed by said hot gases a streamlined 
shape is maintained. 

MANUEL C. SANZ. 
JAMES CASTELFRANCO. 
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